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Abstract 
 
With the high exponential growth rate of urban population, neighborhoods are losing its significance and becoming 
a mess which emerge the necessity of neighborhood planning. A neighborhood unit is to be developed at 
Meherchandi, Rajshahi incorporating urban design principles. The objective of the study is to develop a self-
sufficient residential unit which provides all the community facilities within walking distance. The design mainly 
focuses different income groups to incorporate all the civic facilities and services they need to enjoy a comfortable 
urban life. The study reflects the urban design principles in its design which consequences a healthy neighborhood. 
As the population density of Rajshahi is not yet too high, properly designed neighborhood plans can guide the city 
form and make the city a remarkable one. The study provides an example of residential unit that can influence the 
whole urban form. 
 
Keywords: Community Facilities, Neighborhood Development, Urban Design Principles, Urban Form.  
 
 
1 Introduction 
 
Neighborhood planning is an attempt to plan a residential area that each neighborhood will be a distinct physical 
unit. A good neighborhood design is a key to creating a livable City. The common objective of a neighborhood is 
the maintenance of a living environment suited nature and desires of the people who are a part of it. A neighborhood 
unit is mainly developed for the safety, health, comfort, convenience, and welfare of the resident of that area. Also, 
the neighborhood concept can be employed as a means to restore a recognizable form in the physical organization 
of the city. The neighborhood is a smallest scale identifiable geographic area within the larger urban fabric.  
 
Since the Radburn neighborhood idea found in Howard’s concept of the Garden City, the neighborhood planning 
can be the concept to shape the urban form (Patricios, 2002). As the population density of Rajshahi is not yet too 
high, proper designed neighborhood plans can guide the city form. In this context, the study has been determined 
to develop a neighborhood unit in Rajshahi City. Meherchandi is situated near Padma Residential Area which is 
already developed as a neighborhood unit. So, another neighborhood near that area will influence the city form in 
that direction. So this area has been selected for development and making it a self-contained residential unit. Main 
attempt of this neighborhood is to afford planned and healthy walkable residential unit for both higher, middle and 
lower class people. This neighborhood plan will help to make sense of community and help to connect with each 
other by making a livable place. Incorporation of urban design principles will make it local, mysterious and not 
too ordered or chaotic. To define and identity the characteristics of city form, urban design is a must. It is important 
for shaping city, involving the arrangement of buildings, transport system, utility services and community facilities. 
 
This study aims to plan a walkable self-contained residential area that shape the urban form by incorporating urban 
design principles. 
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2 Literature review 
 
In spite of many benefits of neighborhood approach, recent interest has grown dynamically after people take more 
notice to advantages of neighborhood-based planning (Park and Rogers, 2015). Neighborhoods are the most 
recognizable and viable units of identity and actions to provide customized alternatives (Martin, 2003). 
Neighborhood is considered as an ‘‘important organ of urban life,’’ in which people are bound together, 
interlinked, and live interdependently like all living organisms (Mumford, 1954). A study of Yunmi Park and 
George O. Rogers revealed the conceptual and operational framework of ‘‘neighborhood’’ as a hierarchy of levels 
through a brief review of planning theory, planning guidelines, and empirical research. This study presented four 
unique and somewhat exclusive groups of neighborhoods: face-block neighborhoods, residential neighborhoods, 
institutional neighborhoods, and community as well as specific requirements in terms of size, population, available 
facilities, and boundaries are stated for each level of neighborhood (Park and Rogers, 2015). Another study of 
Abeer Mohamed Elshater investigated the relationship between inhabitants’ happiness and the right to the city in 
the status quo of Egyptian neighborhoods. Finally, this paper contributed by presenting new planning units that 
suit the current context of the old cities in the Middle East and North Africa region, based on walking distances of 
ten minutes or less with reference to the right to the city, which could result in citizens’ happiness (Elshater, 2016). 
A paper with a title “The Neighbourhood Unit Concept and the Shaping of Land Planning in the United States 
1912 –1968”, analyzed contemporaneous professional and governmental literature in order to understand the 
context of land planning and development during the time that the neighborhood unit became a leading idea. Later, 
this paper explained how neighborhood unit concept shaped land planning norms, facilitated execution of policies, 
framed new institutions, and became associated with the changes that it helped to bring about (Brody, 2013). 
 
 
3 Principles and Methodology 
 
Following the ‘Bangladesh Gazette for Private Property Development Act, 2004’ published by Ministry of Housing 
And Public Works, the designs have been prepared. This gazette provides the guideline about the facility provision 
requirement per thousand people. According to this direction the design has been conducted following a Grid Iron 
Pattern. Though grid iron pattern could seem to be a little monotonous but this is the most effective one for 
implementation (Mahbub-Un-Nabi, 2012). It is effective economic that ensure equity.  Grid iron pattern provide 
straight sided equal plots and right angled houses that is cheap to build and convenient to travel. Again, the four 
junctions of a traditional grid iron pattern are modified with a T junction to make the traffic congestion less. The 
modified pattern is the suitable one for laying out in the field.  
The design also incorporates the urban design principles. It includes a lot of green spaces. The road network 
maintains its scale and creates a balance between orientation and mystery. It not only includes the secondary roads 
but also the minor access roads. The variety and order is seen in buildings. Buildings will be restricted a fixed 
height and color harmony with its variety. The urban design is incorporated with some objectives i.e., bringing 
legibility, diversity, and adaptability in the continuously changing neighborhood ("Illustrated Urban Design 
Principles," 2010). 
Total population according to the population density has been calculated and thus the land use for utility facilities 
and residence. According to that calculation, plotting has been done and alternative designs has been made. The 
best alternative which provides all the facilities within comfortable walking distance has been chosen for 
illustration. Sketch up software (version 2013) has been used for illustrating the design. Finally the land use has 
been recalculated and the final estimation of population density is done. Thus the study propose a neighborhood 
design which can be a remarkable one with maximum facility and its adoptability. 
 
 

4 Arrangement of Different Land Uses in the Design 
 
4.1 Residential area: 
Along with 3 katha, 5 katha & 6 katha plots, mixed use plots are provided only for residential purpose which is 
shown in Table 1. The total area of 3, 5, 6 katha plots are respectively 2790, 1335, 2052 which is in total of 6177 
katha and 102.95 acres. 
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     Table 1. Unit size 
 

Plot size  Unit size (in sq.ft.)  No. of Unit  Resident group  
  

3 katha  

1000  2  Lower middle class  
2000  1  High class  
Duplex house    High class  

  

5 katha  

1100  3  Lower middle class  
1700  2  Upper middle class  
Duplex house    High class  

6 katha  1400   3  Upper middle class  
2100  2  High class  

 
The western side, near to Padma residential area is for high class people. Mainly the high class people of 
Rajshahi city live in this area nearest to the Vodra Mor, a very much active junction of Rajshahi. That’s why 
the west portion is selected for high class residential area. Figure 1 shows the illustration of residential zone. 

 

  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure1. (a) Layout map, (b) Mixed use building, (c) High class residential unit, 
 (d) Upper middle class residential unit (e) Lower middle class residential unit 

   
4.2 Mixed use land 
For maximum utilization of land, some plots are provided as mixed use plots. In mixed use plots, ground and 
1st floor will be used for commercial purposes and the upper floors will be used for residential purpose. The 
entire building may be up to 3 to 4 storied. Figure 1(b) illustrates the proposed mixed use building. These 
mixed use plots are distributed according to the necessity. Provided mixed use land is 7.5 acres which is 
4.17% of the total area.  

4.3 Educational facilities 
To maintain 10-12 min. walking distance of students from their home, the four primary schools are provided 
in four different equidistance places of the site. Each school comprises 1.26 acres and in total the area is 5.04 
acres. If we consider one primary school going children from each family and the total no. of family is 12297, 
then each primary school will allocate nearby 300 students. Secondary schools are provided in the south-east 
and north-west corner of the site to make it equidistance from every portion. Each high school comprises 3.15 
acres and in total the area is 11.34 acres. Considering the same family numbers, if there is one high school 
going children from each family, each secondary school will allocate nearby 600 students. (Figure 2) 
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Figure 2. Educational institutions  
 

4.4 Clinic, Community center  
Figure 3 illustrates the three clinics for providing health services. Each clinic occupied .84 acres area. 
Provided total area for clinic is 2.52 acres. Three clinics are provided in the north-east, west and south portion 
to serve all the residents. 

  

  

  

 

  

               

 
Figure 3. Clinic  

 
Community centers are provided (Figure 4), so that members of this site be able to gather for group activities, 
social support and gathering, public information, and other purposes (E.g. various occasions and traditions, 
etc.). There are two community center for the residents. 1.26 acres for each community center, in total 2.52 
acres. Community centers are distributed in the south-west & north-east portion.  
 
 

     

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Community centers  

4.5 Other facilities    
 Super shops & corner shops: To fulfill daily necessities of the residents 4 super shops and many 

corner shops are provided accordingly. For maximum utilization of the land, the corner and irregular 
plots are used for corner shops. Total area for super shops is 1.28 acres and for corner shops it is 
approximately 8 acres.  
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 Playground & play lot: In four corners of the site, four play grounds are provided. Each playground 
of 1.26 acres, in total that is 5.04 acres. Four play lots are allocated in four different places. Total 
area for play lot is 0.93 acre.  

• Bazar: In terms of goods and service exchange, 3 bazars (in the north, east & south portion of the 
site) are provided.  

• Utility facilities: There is provision for utility facilities, like water pump, gas & electricity supply, 
and waste dumping.  

• Mosque: There are mosques for religious purposes and a grave yard in the north-west corner of the 
site.  

• Library: A public library is also provided in the site for all class residents.  

• There are spaces for greenery to protect and save the environment from disaster.   

• Others: Bank, police box, TV/telephone office, Monument are also provided.  

 

4.6 Roads 
In this site design, gird iron pattern has been used because it is the easiest one to implement. The road network is 
categorized into two types: Secondary road & minor access road. The width of the secondary road is 40 ft. and the 
minor access road is 25 ft. Total road length of minor access road is 4599 ft. So the total area for minor access road 
is 31.62 acres. Secondary roads are provided only at the boundary. Figure 5 shows that the study area is well 
connected with its road network and the combination of major and minor roads makes the place interesting. 

 
 

Figure 5. Road network  
 

  

Figure 6 shows the percentage of each category of land use and proves that the design is not violating the 
required percentage stated in ‘Bangladesh Gazette for Private Property Development Act, 2004’. Figure 7 
explains the total land use distribution of the site. 

   

  Figure 6.  Total land uses distribution 
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Figure 7. Neighborhood layout map 

 
4.7 population density calculation  
 

Table 2 gives an approximate estimation of population of the site. Considering 5 as average family members, 
the total population is 61485 & total area is180 acres, so the gross density = (61485/180) =341.58 
persons/acre. Total area used for residential purpose only = 102.95 acres, so the net density = (61485/ 102.95) 
= 597.23 persons/acre  

Table 2. Population calculation 
 

Category  Unit Size  No. of plots  No. of Stories  Total Units  No. of Population  

 

3 katha 

Duplex  50    50  250  
2000sqft  100  3  300  1500  
1000sqft  780  3  4680  23400  

 

5 katha 

Duplex  37    37  185  
1700sqft  50  4  400  2000  
1100sqft  180  4  2160  10800  

6 katha 2100sqft  92  5  920  4600  
1400sqft  250  5  3750  18750  

Total  1539    12297  61485  
 
 
 
5 Conclusion 
 
In the study, 180 acres of Meherchandi area has been developed as a neighborhood unit of 61485 population. The 
area has a gross density of 341.58 persons/acre and a net density of 597.23 persons/acre. These population are from 
high income group, upper middle income group and lower middle income group. They are accommodated in 102 
acres area with three, five and six katha plots and the rest of the area is dedicated for facility provision. The area 
is facilitated with education, health and community facilities. A well designed road network with secondary (40 
ft.) and minor access (25 ft.) road ensures easy accessibility to all the places. Playground and play lots not only 
facilitate children to play or community people meeting but also ensure greenery to the design. The design ensures 
all facilities within 10 min walking distance. 
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The design brings variety and order with the harmony in buildings and avoid the monotony of a grid iron pattern 
design. Altogether, the design provides a healthy neighborhood. The neighborhood is designed beside another 
neighborhood area, as a consequence the whole area will identify as a residential zone in city zoning. This will 
lead the other land uses and thus the city form will be directed. As the population density of Rajshahi is not yet too 
high, this properly designed neighborhood plan can guide the city form and make Rajshahi city a remarkable one. 
This design can be an example of a unique neighborhood that can be replicated. 
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